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Abstract

Drawing on the case of Vienna, the article examines the role of third sector housing for social cohesion in the city. With the joint examination of an organisational and an institutional level of housing governance, the authors apply an interdisciplinary, multi-level research approach which aims at contributing to a comprehensive understanding of social cohesion as a contextualised phenomenon which requires place-based as well as structural (multi-level) solutions. Using a large-scale household survey and interviews with key informants, the analysis shows an ambiguous role housing cooperatives play for social cohesion:

With the practice of “theme-oriented housing estates”, non-profit housing returns to the traditional cooperative principle of Gemeinschaft. However, community cooperatives rather promote homogenous membership and thus, encompass the danger to establish cohesive islands that are cut off from the rest of the city. Furthermore, given the solidarity-based housing regime of Vienna, fostering bonding social capital on the neighbourhood level, might anyway just be an additional safeguarding mechanism for social cohesion.

More important is the direct link between the micro-level of residents and the macro-level of urban housing policy. In this respect, cooperative housing represents a crucial intermediate level that strengthens the linking social capital of residents and provides opportunity structures for citizen participation. However, the increasing adoption of a corporate management orientation leads to a hollowing out of the cooperative principle of democratic member participation, reducing it to an informal and non-binding substitute.

Thus, it is in the responsibility of both managements and residents to revitalise the existing democratic governance structures of cooperative housing before they will be completely dismantled by market liberalization and privatization. In contrast to other European cities, third sector housing in Vienna has the potential to give residents a voice beyond the neighbourhood and the field of housing.
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Introduction

Although they are often only covering a niche segment, social economy initiatives in the field of housing are considered increasingly important for social cohesion in European cities. First, they fill the gap left by the withdrawal of the state in providing affordable housing. Second, newly established, small cooperatives are associated with participatory planning approaches and a bottom-up culture of collective action (Cameron et al., 2009; Somerville, 2007; Forrest and Kearns, 2001). In contrast to the anonymous member relations in professional housing cooperatives, community cooperatives strongly build on Gemeinschaft conditions, meaning strong social bonds and a shared place identity among their members (Nilsson and Hendrikse, 2011; Lang and Roessl, forthcoming). These cooperative initiatives can thus be seen as major contributors to the production of cohesive urban neighbourhoods (Kennett and Forrest, 2006; Blokland, 2003).

Nevertheless, recent empirical research has come to contradictory results about the role of housing cooperatives as community builders in urban contexts (Schulte-Eckel, 2009; Flint and Kearns, 2006; König, 2004). Flint and Kearns (2006) suggest that contextualised research approaches are needed to deliver a more realistic picture of the capacity of third sector housing organisations. They point to the importance of embedding housing organisations in their respective institutional context in order to enhance our understanding of their potential for fostering social cohesion.

In contributing to fill this research gap, this article aims at answering the following research question: \textit{How do housing cooperatives contribute to social cohesion?}

In order to answer our research question, we examine the governance capacity of third sector housing by applying a multi-level research approach and by mobilising the concept of social capital in its multiple meanings. Furthermore, the article draws on empirical evidence from Vienna where the non-profit housing sector has emerged as the main provider of new social
housing in recent years. In Vienna, 60 per cent of inhabitants live in subsidized apartments of which about 136,000 are owned and managed by cooperatives, and 220,000 by the municipality (Förster, 2005). Given this strategic role of third sector housing for urban development, it is argued that the Viennese case can provide important lessons for the potential of cooperative housing organisations in fostering social cohesion.

In Vienna, similar to other European cities, the withdrawal of the municipality from a provider role, in building new social housing, into a steering role, of mainly allocating funds and subsidies, has moved the third housing sector into the spotlight. However, in contrast to the European mainstream, the Viennese model of cooperative housing has a rather broad focus, as it does not only target lower-income classes, but aims at providing affordable housing for the middle class too (Bauer, 2006). Nevertheless, in the political discourse on social cohesion in Vienna, social and non-profit housing often take a centre stage, as they are connected to themes such as contested multiculturality, fragmented social networks and social polarisation.

We develop our argument in this article as follows: In a first step, we look at social cohesion in the context of the residential neighbourhood on which the urban policy debate is still focused. Here, we come across the key concept of social capital and discuss it in its multiple meanings. In the next step, we bring third sector housing into the debate and look at how cooperative governance is related to social capital on the neighbourhood level. To enhance our understanding of the governance capacity of non-profit housing organisations for social cohesion, we need to draw on analytical concepts that are context-sensitive, helping us to catch the institutional conditions in a specific place which are enabling residents to act and organise collectively (Lang and Roessl, forthcoming). Thus, within the framework of a multilevel analysis, cooperative housing organisations will be embedded within their institutional and historical context to unveil the role of social capital for their governance.
Furthermore, zooming into the organisational level, we analyse how this structural role of social capital is reflected in the relationships between management and residents, and among residents. Finally, based on the findings of our multi-level analysis, the paper derives a set of conclusions on the contribution that third sector housing makes to social cohesion taking into account the constraints and opportunities arising from the institutional context.

**Social Cohesion in the Neighbourhood Context: The Role of Social Capital**

The new importance housing cooperatives are gaining in the debate on social cohesion is related to urban development policies which have seen similar patterns across Europe in recent years. In many European cities, the neighbourhood has become the preferred scale for policy interventions to foster social cohesion (Moulaert et al., 2010; Atkinson and Carmichael, 2007). The goal is to initiate community building processes which are seen as both the cause for the crisis of social cohesion and the key for achieving social inclusion in the city.

Underlying these localised development approaches is an understanding of social cohesion that primarily focuses on residents’ social networks and their potential benefits for the individual and the community as a whole (Morrison, 2003). According to Forrest and Kearns (2001: 2130) “it is these residentially based networks which perform an important function in the routines of everyday life and these routines are arguably the basic buildingblocks of social cohesion — through them we learn tolerance, cooperation and acquire a sense of social order and belonging.” Against this background, the concept of social capital has emerged as a key notion in both the policy and the academic discourse on social cohesion (Flint and Kearns, 2006; Mayer, 2003; Forrest and Kearns, 2001).

Residents’ social networks are grouped into three types of social capital, according to horizontal and vertical relationships between individuals. On the horizontal level, an important distinction can be made between bonding and bridging social capital. Whereas
bonding social capital connects residents with similar socio-demographic characteristics, bridging social capital concerns the connections of residents with different social class and ethnic backgrounds (Middleton et al., 2005; Putnam, 2000; Gittell and Vidal, 1998). The latter concept has provided a powerful argument in favour of social mix policies for neighbourhood estates.

While the concept of bridging social capital already takes into account power aspects in residential networks, it ignores that local communities are unable to realise substantial benefits from social capital without having access to the places were key decision are made (OECD, 2001; Woolcock, 2001). Thus, the concept of linking social capital has been introduced into the policy discourse, referring to the vertical ties between residents and people in positions of influence and power in different societal fields.

Similar to other European cities, social capital has become an influential concept within social housing policy in Vienna (Wohnfonds Wien, 2009). In order to contribute to social sustainability in housing neighbourhoods, landlords are encouraged to adopt a more active role in fostering residents’ social networks, thus, going beyond core housing management activities. A closer look at the policy recommendations, however, reveals rather diverse and sometimes also contradictory goals related to the different types of social capital, such as identity and community building, but also the strife for a social mix, and the focus on tenant participation in subsidized housing estates (Wohnfonds Wien, 2009: 1). This ultimately leads to the question of the right balance between bonding and bridging capital in housing neighbourhoods.

Thus, while social capital has become a powerful concept in Vienna’s social housing policy, at the same time, it highlights the character of social cohesion as a problematic, pointing to the opposite aspirations of belonging and differentiation in society (Novy, 2011). What is the contribution that housing cooperatives can make here?
Cooperative Housing Organisations and Social Capital: Between Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft

In the literature, cooperative housing organisations are actually given the potential to contribute to all three forms of social capital: bonding, bridging and linking. Cooperative governance is seen as a potential advantage over other types of housing provision when it comes to community building, social inclusion and even resident participation (Pestoff 2009; Gonzales, 2007; Somerville, 2007; Reed and Stanley, 2005).

While approaches within New Institutional Economics (Williamson, 2005; Bonus, 1986) present cooperative transaction relationships in a socially disembedded perspective (Moulaert and Mehmood, 2009), a range of authors have highlighted the distinct normative nature of cooperative governance, referring to concepts such as trust, reciprocity or social capital (e.g. Valentinov 2004; Adler 2001; Roessl 1996). Following this argumentation, we can define housing cooperatives in realistic but still abstract terms, as being both at the same time, membership organisations and business firms. The membership organisation emphasises Gemeinschaft attributes, meaning resident relations characterized by trust and closeness, or in other words the existence of bonding and linking social capital within the organisation. In contrast, Gesellschaft refers to anonymous member interactions and weaker ties between individuals which can be associated with the concept of bridging social capital. As the concepts of Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft are opposing each other, there is an inherent conflict in cooperative organisations between member organisation and the cooperative business enterprise (Nilsson and Hendrikse, 2011; Tönnies, 1963; Draheim, 1952).

Nevertheless, each cooperative governance model implies a different combination of Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft attributes, and thus, also a specific articulation of the different forms of social capital (Nilsson and Hendrikse, 2011; Roessl et al., 2007). In the UK, housing cooperatives are often associated with community-based, participatory planning approaches
and a bottom-up culture of collective action, suggesting that *Gemeinschaft* attributes prevail in these organisations (Roberts, 2008; Somerville, 2007). In contrast, the third housing sector in Vienna is dominated by professional, board-managed cooperatives, suggesting that *Gesellschaft* attributes predominate.

These differences in the cooperative governance culture can only be explained by referring to the institutional context of cooperative housing. The concrete combination of *Gemeinschaft* and *Gesellschaft* attributes in cooperative housing organisations is influenced by the historical trajectories of non-profit housing institutions in a specific place (Moulaert and Ailenei, 2005; Moulaert and Nussbaumer, 2005). While in Liverpool, community cooperatives such as the Eldonians fill the gap of the missing state in a liberal housing regime, in Vienna’s corporatist housing regime, professional cooperatives have become the main vehicle for state-led social housing provision (Förster, 2005). Thus, the institutional context favours certain types of housing cooperatives and thus, also influences their potential for social capital building.

This insight leads us to a multi-level analysis of cooperative governance, integrating a territorial, institutional perspective with an organisational view. Cooperative housing organisations evolve in a historically and geographically situated way and in return also shape the institutional framework through their practices. Furthermore, the intermediary level of organisational practices connects the micro-practices of residents to the institutional context of third sector housing (Moulaert and Mehmood, 2009; Healey, 2004, DiMaggio and Powell, 1991; Giddens, 1984). To enhance our understanding of housing cooperatives’ capacity for building social capital, in the following section, we analyse the institutional conditions for third sector housing in Vienna which are enabling residents to act and organise collectively.
The Institutional Context of Third Sector Housing in Vienna: Organisational Fields and Governance Cultures

The combination of *Gemeinschaft* and *Gesellschaft* attributes in today’s housing cooperatives, and thus also the structural role of social capital in these organisations, cannot be understood without considering the historical and institutional context of social housing in Vienna.

Table 1 shows a periodisation of social housing policy in Vienna and the identification of conjunctural moments which refer to shifts in the power relations between the local government and the cooperative housing movement (Jessop, 2008). These conjunctural moments have shaped the governance culture of the third housing sector in Vienna with certain institutional elements implemented about 100 years ago still persisting (Bauer, 2006).

**Table 1. Periodisation of social housing policy in Vienna and corresponding governance culture of the third housing sector**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conjunctural moments</td>
<td>• Grassroot housing reform</td>
<td>• Nationalisation of housing regulation</td>
<td>• Revision/Liberalisation of national housing legislation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Municipalization of the settlers’ movement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance culture of the third housing sector</td>
<td>• <em>Gemeinschaft</em> conditions</td>
<td>• <em>Gesellschaft</em> conditions</td>
<td>• <em>Gesellschaft</em> conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• social rationale of governance: reciprocity and participation</td>
<td>• bureaucratic rationale of governance: professionalism and hierarchical authority</td>
<td>• market rationale of governance: efficiency and customer management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• homogeneous and value-based membership</td>
<td>• larger and more diversified membership base</td>
<td>• heterogeneous and instrumental membership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant type of non-profit housing organisation</td>
<td>• Community cooperatives</td>
<td>• Professional cooperatives</td>
<td>• Limited-profit corporations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The analysis identifies three key phases in the evolution of the third housing sector. Each of these can be associated with an organisational field (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983) and a respective governance culture of non-profit housing:

**The community cooperatives of Red Vienna**

The first non-profit housing organisations in Vienna were founded around 1870. Benefitting from early welfare legislation, there was a first wave of cooperative housing activity between 1908 and 1912. Nevertheless, their impact was very marginal as they could not substantially change the devastating housing conditions of poor and working class people in Vienna (Ludl 1999). It was only after World War I, that cooperative housing, based on the principles of self-help and collective owner, became a powerful social force. It has its roots in the settler’s movement which was tackling the urgent housing problem after the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian Empire in 1918 and the following deep economic crisis. Within a revolutionary atmosphere, the settlers organised a series of mass demonstration. Under this pressure, the local government gave in and offered the purchase and development of land for cooperative housing settlements (Förster, 2005). From 1918 to 1923 a considerable number of cooperative settlements were built in this way, with settlers contributing to 55 per cent of new public housing in 1921 (Novy, 1993). These early cooperative housing estates were not just settlements of individual single family houses but represented a unique space for developing and strengthening a socio-cultural *Gemeinschaft* of settlers. Conceptualised as an architectural antithesis to the working class ‘palaces’ of Red Vienna, to a certain extent, they reflect the ideas of the cooperative Garden cities movement at the turn of the 19th century in the UK and Germany (Ludl 1999). Social and architectural innovations were combined to build ‘small villages’ with numerous communal facilities. However, from the mid 1920s on, step by step, the cooperative settler movement lost its dynamic and the internal struggle within social
democracy. It was finally incorporated into ‘Red Vienna’, a successful bureaucratic model of state-led reformism and top-down housing provision (Novy et al., 2001; Novy, 1993).  

While some of these traditional community cooperatives have meanwhile transformed into larger professional cooperatives, there is still a small group of these member-based organisations to be found in Vienna. Their housing estates are typically situated at the peripheral districts of the city. Not least because of their typical terrace house dwellings, these estates have ensured a distinct community character and identity. The average length of tenancies is relatively long with houses often handed on to the next generation within the family.

*State-centred corporatism and professional housing cooperatives*

The way in which the governance culture of housing cooperatives develops, is partly determined by the way in which supervision and control of the third sector is organised (Boelhouwer, 1999). After 1945, cooperative housing was more professionalised and primarily regulated at the national level. Thus, the newly established Austrian Federation of Limited-Profit Housing Associations became the umbrella organisation and main regulatory body for both cooperative housing organisations and limited-profit housing companies. At the same time, the local government slowly reduced its activity as the main provider of social housing in Vienna and moved into a steering role, focusing on allocating central government funding (Fürster, 2005; Ludl, 1999). Together with the municipally-owned housing stock, cooperatives emerged as the major allocation tool for public promotion of social housing. Both the ruling Social Democrats and the Conservative Party – coalition partners in the central government – were associated with a range of professional housing cooperatives. As a consequence, public subsidies were also traded for political support and large parts of the cooperative housing sector were embedded into a corporatist form of clientelism (Matznetter, 2002; Novy et al. 2001; Novy 1993).
Cooperative housing as a vehicle for state-led housing provision fundamentally transformed the governance culture of the third sector. As a consequence, cooperatives took on more Gesellschaft attributes while Gemeinschaft norms were slowly squeezed out. With an expanding membership base and organisations became more heterogeneous but also grew larger and thus, took on bureaucracy attributes when administrative authority replaced self-help organisation. Furthermore, in professional, board-managed housing cooperatives, there is a clear division between the member organisation and the business firm (Mändle, 2001). Over the decades, professional cooperatives have also broadened their scope of activities to managing different types of housing estates and tenures. The increasing introduction of buy options for subsidized rental apartments weakens the cooperative principle of collective ownership. Furthermore, professional cooperatives also engage in non-member focused activities, such as developing and managing public infrastructure.

Towards liberal governance and housing corporations

The corporatist housing regime was basically maintained until the year 2000 when the central government became a right-conservative one. While main parts of housing regulation in Austria were again decentralized to the regional level since the 1980s (Reinprecht, 2007), cooperative housing was still subject to national legislation and only in the second place regulated by provincial governments ( Förster, 2005). As the incoming central government launched a major neoliberal revision of housing regulation, it created better access for non-profit housing organisation to private capital markets (Eckhardt, 2006; Novy et al., 2001). At the same time, public subsidies for housing were drastically reduced, a process which had already started in the mid-1990s (Matznetter, 2002). The deregulation efforts made it also more profitable for private investors to enter the Viennese housing market, thus changing the competitive environment for housing cooperatives (Reinprecht, 2007; Eckhardt, 2006). Furthermore, direct production of housing by the municipality of Vienna finally lost
importance compared to non-profit housing (Novy et al., 2001). In Vienna, the shift towards liberal governance in urban development does not only refer to neoliberal elements in economic policies but at the same time to a stronger emphasis on residents’ personal freedom. While the central government failed with a complete neo-liberal overhaul of the third housing sector, some companies lost their limited-profit status and a market rationale of governance slowly gained ground, reflecting a wider European trend in social housing (Czischke, 2009; Priemus et al., 1999). The bureaucratic rationale of governance, which dominated after 1945, was consolidated during the 1990s and 2000s ongoing concentration processes within the third sector, leading to the formation of affiliated groups and strategic alliances. Thus, the total number of non-profit housing associations, especially of those legally incorporated as cooperatives, was reduced, while at the same time, the group of limited-profit companies became more dominant within the sector. These are usually larger corporations with a number of subsidiaries of different legal form. Especially, since the liberalisation of national housing regulation in 2001, these limited-profit housing corporations increasingly engage in commercial housing activities besides subsidized housing (Eckhardt, 2006; Förster, 2005). Thus, there is an ongoing process of ‘economization’ of housing cooperatives in Vienna, associated not only with stronger hierarchical governance but also with an increasing corporate management orientation, scaling back members’ interests so that cooperatives gradually resemble typical corporate organisations.

The relevance of social capital for different organisational fields

The analysis on the institutional level shows that the cooperative governance culture of non-profit housing in Vienna is characterised by a move away from Gemeinschaft to Gesellschaft. In a first step, the incorporation of housing cooperatives into the public housing system in Vienna has led to an emphasis on hierarchical governance elements. In a second step, the liberalisation of national housing legislation and a changing competitive environment caused
a further economisation of cooperative governance. What does this mean for the structural role of social capital in today’s non-profit housing sector?

Social capital as the main resource of community cooperatives generally loses its importance in the Gesellschaft type of cooperatives where it is replaced by public funding and market revenues. A members-based housing cooperative mobilises its resources mainly through the coordination mechanism of reciprocity between its members. However, when cooperative housing associations become more similar to public and for-profit housing organisations, bottom-up collective action is replaced by state-centred redistribution and market-based transaction (Enjolras, 2009; Valentinov, 2004; Polanyi, 1957). Thus, we would also assume that the internal logic of professional housing cooperatives and limited-profit housing corporations does not require them to invest into the social capital of their members.

Nevertheless, the analysis of the institutional context can also be read differently: First, public promotion of third sector housing requires non-profit housing organisations to actively contribute to wider housing policy goals in Vienna, such as the social sustainability of neighbourhoods, and thus also to social capital building among residents (Wohnfonds Wien, 2009). Second, an increasing corporate management orientation in cooperative housing leads to non-institutionalised social capital building in the form of customer relationship management (Priemus et al., 1999). Third, as the member base gets more heterogeneous in professional housing organisations, the potential for creating bridging social capital in housing neighbourhoods increases, compared to community cooperatives which are typically based on the bonding social capital of a smaller, homogenous member base.

Nevertheless, access of migrants to third sector housing is still hindered, mainly because of informal barriers. Thus, it seems that non-profit housing organisations contribute to socially mixed housing estates but not necessarily to more ethnic mixing. As empirical evidence shows, migrants are still spatially segregated and concentrated in the low quality private
housing market in Vienna (Wukovitsch, 2009; Giffinger, 1998). Only recently, there have been cooperative housing projects explicitly focusing on migrant integration (Ludl, 2003). The next section will look at how this ambivalence plays out in current governance practices of non-profit housing organisations in Vienna. Therefore, we contrast the findings from the historical institutional analysis with empirical evidence from a social capital study on the organisational level.

**Empirical Research Design and Methodology**

The empirical research reported here was conducted between 2010 and 2011. It consisted of a number of stages: The analysis of the institutional context has led to the identification of three organisational fields within Vienna’s third housing sector: (1) the remaining niche of community-based cooperatives, (2) the shrinking segment of professional cooperatives, and (3) the group of limited-profit housing companies. Each organisational field reflects a distinct governance culture which has been shaped by the respective institutional relations of social housing.

From the 56 non-profit housing organisations active in Vienna, 29 are cooperatives and 27 are limited-profit corporations (GBV, 2010). From each organisational field, a random sample of 2 or 3 housing organisations were selected for further analysis. Qualitative interviews were conducted with executive board members and management representatives of the selected housing organisations in order to analyse governance structures and practices, and their relation to social capital building among residents.

Furthermore, the management perspective was contrasted with the views of residents on neighbourhood social capital. Therefore, from the subsidized rented stock of each analysed organisation, a ‘typical’ housing estate was selected for a comprehensive household survey. Based on the qualitative interviews, these housing estates were identified as “neighbourhoods that work” without serious problems (Middleton et al., 2005: 1721f.). In this respect, the
housing managements’ view was later supported by the tenants’ perspective, retrieved from our household survey. Furthermore, the selected housing estates showed low rates of fluctuation with the majority of tenants being with their landlord since completion of the estate.

In total, 547 household interviews were conducted across the three organisational fields. The survey reached a sufficient number of interviews to be representative for each housing estate, and also to derive general conclusions about each organisational field. In order to avoid refusals, and for reasons of data protection, the interview involved the administration of a drop-off questionnaire with a limited number of open-end questions. The questionnaire was given to the person identified as head of the household or other responsible adult who filled it in by themselves and put it in a neutral envelop. Respondents could ask the interviewer for support in case of technical or comprehension problems with the questionnaire. Afterwards the interviewer collected the finished questionnaire. Alternatively, residents were given the possibility to send the questionnaire back by post.

51 per cent of respondents were female with the lowest proportion of male respondents in the group of professional cooperatives (45 per cent), compared to 50 per cent male respondents in both the group of community cooperatives and housing corporations. 33 per cent of respondents belonged to the age groups 21 to 35 years, and 36 to 50 years. 19 per cent of respondents were between 51 and 60 years old and 14 per cent older than 65. Only 1 per cent of respondents were younger than 20. The highest proportion of respondents aged 51 to 65 and older than 65 were residents from community cooperatives (25 and 36 per cent), while respondents from professional cooperatives showed the highest proportion of respondents in the age group 21 to 35 (43 per cent).

As far as the socioeconomic background of residents is concerned, our survey results support literature assumptions (e.g. Wukovitsch, 2009) that non-profit housing in Vienna is mainly a
middle-class phenomenon. Thus, 73 per cent of respondents reported a monthly household income between 1,000 and 3,000 Euro with households from community cooperatives more likely to have a higher income. Looking at the educational background of residents, the survey delivers a picture of socially mixed neighbourhoods with 49 per cent of respondents having lower or medium education levels, and no significant differences in these results between the three organisational fields. In contrast, the ethnic mix of residents is more significantly pronounced in the groups of professional cooperatives and housing corporations with 22 per cent and 15 per cent of respondents having a migrant background, compared to only 3 per cent in the group of community cooperatives.

We will see later in the paper if this socioeconomic composition of housing estates is reflected in the social capital characteristics of residents. Therefore, the household survey provided information about different types of social capital (bonding, bridging, and linking) in housing estates, and allowed for comparison between the three organisational fields as well as between different groups of residents.
Defining and Operationalizing Social Capital

While social capital can be seen as both an individual or collective asset, its theoretical roots lie in social relations (Lin and Erickson, 2008). Thus, in this article, we define social capital as the linkages between individuals that give them access to embedded resources (Lin, 1999). In contrast to a purely collective view, a social network perspective on social capital can make power aspects in the relations between residents more transparent (Lin and Erickson, 2008; van der Gaag and Snijders, 2005). In this respect, the authors see their research approach in the tradition of Bourdieu (1986) who highlights the connections between different sorts of capital and the inherent power struggles in society (Novy et al., 2009; Siisiäinen, 2000).

Considering the context of housing organisations, we further distinguish linking social capital, as the vertical linkages between residents and housing managers, from bridging and bonding social capital, referring to horizontal linkages between residents. Whereas linking social capital already encompasses power aspects of social relations, on the horizontal level, the discussion focuses on the effectiveness of bonding versus bridging ties. Bonding social capital refers to thick ties between individuals with similar sociodemographic characteristics. These personal support networks help people to ‘get by’. In contrast, bridging social capital is associated with weaker ties that connect residents from different ethnic and social backgrounds, and thus, provide them with opportunities to ‘get on’, such as by creating employment opportunities (Woolcock 2001; Putnam, 2000; Gittell and Vidal, 1998; Granovetter, 1973).

Bridging social capital is usually associated with ties of residents beyond their neighbourhood, and measured by membership and participation in civic organisations (e.g. Putnam, 2000; Gittell and Vidal, 1998). However, confusion arises from the blurring differences between measuring linking or bridging capital when gathering evidence on participation (Middleton et al., 2005). This study, however, focuses on the social relations of
residents within their housing organisation – which is a specific type of civic organisation. Thus, by analysing bridging social capital, we look at the horizontal interactions of organisational members from different ethnic and social backgrounds, drawing a clear distinction from the other types of social capital (bonding and linking).

Housing environments are important to create opportunities from ‘bridges’ because they represent “multifaceted social meeting places” (Rothstein, 2005: 99) where individuals, early in their lives, frequently interact with people from different social and ethnic backgrounds. Furthermore, they are able to institutionalise resident networks, and link them to wider political structures to create benefits for the individual residents and local communities (Flint and Kearns, 2006; Hibbett et al., 2001). Achieving mixed housing neighbourhoods has thus also become a crucial goal of Viennese housing policy as well as the third housing sector in recent years (Förster, 2005).

Table 2 gives an overview on the measurement dimensions for social capital used in the household survey.
Table 2. Social capital domains and measurement dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Capital Domains</th>
<th>Measurement Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Horizontal Social Capital</strong></td>
<td>Social Capital Volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonding Social Capital</td>
<td>Relations with neighbours (Middleton et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridging Social Capital</td>
<td>Cooperation between neighbours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family ties (Middleton et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>income-related social capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>education-related social capital (van der Gaag et al., 2008; van der Gaag and Snijders, 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>intercultural social capital (Landhäusser, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Linking social capital</strong></td>
<td>Resident Involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relationship between residents and housing management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Members’ identification with their housing organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participation in the housing organisation (Schulte-Eckel, 2009, Flint and Kearns, 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resident bottom-up initiatives (Landhäusser, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perceived influence over decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Desired influence over decision making (Middleton et al. 2005)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This paper now turns to studying the different types of social capital in non-profit housing organisations in Vienna, by contrasting the perspective of housing managements with those from residents.

**Organisational fields and residents’ social capital**

**Bonding and Bridging Social Capital: The Linkages between Residents**

The perspective of housing managements

A cooperative governance culture of Gemeinschaft implies reciprocal transactions between cooperative members. The focus on members’ self-help traditionally distinguishes cooperatives from organisations in the public housing sector based on the welfare principle (Jäger, 1995). Reciprocity as a cooperative principle is maybe best exemplified by the self-help activities of neighbours in community cooperatives when building their housing estates.
However, in the course of time, also in the cooperative housing sector self-help has also been replaced by public subsidizing and housing cooperatives have been transformed into vehicles of the social democratic welfare state. Nevertheless, professional housing cooperatives are rediscovering the self-help principle to distinguish themselves from competitors in urban housing markets (Schulte-Eckel, 2009). When adapting to the market changes it became increasingly difficult to adhere to cooperative principles. As they face difficulties in generating economic benefits for their members, they try to offer additional services and benefits for their members, such as assisted living.

From the qualitative interviews with non-profit housing managements, we get a rather homogenous picture across the three organisational fields as far as social capital enhancing activities are concerned. The organisation of bonding activities for residents is not seen as a core activity of housing managements with the exceptions of events such as the welcome reception for tenants of a new housing estate.

We contrasted these findings with the perception of residents, asking them if their housing managements are supporting social activities in their housing estates. Our survey results seem to confirm the low activity level of housing managements, with only 26 per cent of respondents saying that their housing managements are “rather active” or “very active” in supporting social activities in the estate. The results show no significant differences between the three organisational fields.¹⁰

Instead of directly promoting bonding activities among residents, professional housing managements rather focus on providing physical infrastructure, such as community rooms, to promote social interactions between residents. Following the example of the traditional cooperative ‘village’, architecture is seen as another way to build a common place identity among residents. Our results suggest that the distinctive architecture of a high-rise block of
flats is likely to strengthen the identification of residents with a place and their attachment to the housing community.

Housing managements see a major contribution to social capital building in maintaining a sense of safety in the estate and providing good physical quality of the property. In this respect, the role of caretakers living in the housing estate is seen as crucial. These actors have been an institution in social housing in Vienna for many decades. Formally, only responsible for the maintenance of the property, they actually represented nodal points in the resident network, and also served as information brokers between residents and housing managements. Nevertheless, these caretakers often polarised the community of residents, not least because they enjoyed certain privileges. With the liberalisation of social housing policy in Austria, caretakers have often been replaced by external facility managements who should play a more professional and neutral role within the resident community.

The resident perspective

The resident survey provides us with evidence on the existing stock of horizontal social capital in housing estates of the three organisational fields. First, we look at a general indicator for social capital which is the size of residents’ social networks within their housing estates. Therefore, we asked respondents how many of their neighbours they knew well enough to have a chat with (Middleton et al., 2005). Across the different organisational fields, only 6 per cent responded ‘none’ to this question and 22 per cent answered ‘one or two’ (see Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>none</th>
<th>one or two</th>
<th>quite a lot</th>
<th>almost all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community cooperatives</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional cooperatives</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited profit corporations</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n=546; $\chi^2$=78.064; 2df; p-value=0.000
These figures seem to fit into the results from our qualitative research, where all selected housing estates have been considered as ‘neighbourhoods that work’ by their respective housing managements. Nevertheless, the differences between the three organisational fields are highly significant (see Table 3). Thus, in the group of community cooperatives, there is not a single respondent knowing ‘none’ of his or her neighbours in the housing estate well enough to have a chat with, compared to 10 per cent in professional cooperatives and 8 per cent in housing companies. The proportion of residents who knew ‘almost all’ of their neighbours is highest in community cooperatives (25 per cent), compared to only 1 per cent in both professional cooperatives and housing corporations. However the proportion of residents who knew ‘quite a lot’ of their neighbours is by far the largest in all three groups. Here, the scores do not significantly differ between community cooperatives (68 per cent) and limited-profit corporations (67 per cent), whereas only 56 per cent gave this response in professional cooperatives.

At first sight, the results on this social capital indicator suggest that estates of community cooperatives are richer in neighbour interactions. If we take a closer look at the results, however, it becomes apparent that residents from the two groups of professional non-profit housing organisations are more polarised on this measure, with the majority of them still likely to chat with ‘quite a lot’ of their neighbours. Further analysis shows that the responses in these two organisational fields are related to age\textsuperscript{11}, with younger residents less likely to be connected to ‘quite a lot’ of their neighbours. This suggests that older residents have more time available for networking with their neighbours than the working younger and middle age. However, if we look again at the figures from community cooperatives, and take into account their longer lengths of residence compared to the other organisational fields, the social investments residents make in the relationships with neighbours might as well be related to the length of time people have been in the neighbourhood.
Furthermore, across the organisational fields the responses are also related to household size\textsuperscript{12} suggesting that households with children know more neighbours. However, we found no evidence in our data that social network size on the estate was related to the socioeconomic status of residents either measured by household income\textsuperscript{13} or by educational level\textsuperscript{14} which supports findings from the UK context (Middleton et al., 2005). Finally, the results also suggest that residents’ contact with neighbours depends on the dwelling type which is also consistent with earlier studies (e.g. Middleton et al., 1994). As in our study, the organisational field can also be seen as a proxy for dwelling type, residents from terraced property are more likely to chat to a large number of neighbours.

Although being able to chat with neighbours already requires interpersonal trust (Temkin and Rohe, 1998), it does not necessarily lead to cooperation which can be seen as a key cooperative principle, and also an indicator for bonding social capital among residents. Thus, the survey aimed at identifying the level of support among neighbours in third sector housing by asking residents if they lived in a housing estate where people help each other. Again the differences between community cooperatives and professional housing organisations were highly significant. 24 per cent of respondents from community cooperatives totally agreed with the statement, compared to only 7 per cent in professional cooperatives and 12 per cent in housing companies (see Table 4).

\textbf{Table 4.} Proportion of residents who felt that residents of their housing estate support each other

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>totally agree</th>
<th>rather agree</th>
<th>rather disagree</th>
<th>totally disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community cooperatives</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional cooperatives</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited profit corporations</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(n=525; \chi^2=23.654; 2\text{df}; p\text{-value}=0.000\)

Once again, the results show little difference between professional cooperatives and limited-profit corporations but again, present a polarized picture of residents’ social capital. Thus, 43 per cent of respondents in professional cooperatives and 35 per cent in limited-profit
corporations ‘rather’ or ‘totally disagreed’ with the statement. In contrast to the question on network size, the responses to this question were not (significantly) related to age\textsuperscript{15}, household size\textsuperscript{16} or socioeconomic status\textsuperscript{17}.

Networks of close relatives are often associated with bonding social capital which helps residents to ‘get by’. Thus, in our survey, as an indicator for this type of social capital, we asked residents if they had relatives living in their housing neighbourhood. The results indicate that community cooperatives have high levels of family-based social capital in their housing estates with 42 per cent of residents reporting that they had relatives living nearby. This figure was significantly higher than in professional cooperatives (24 per cent) and in limited-profit corporations (23 per cent) (see Table 5).

| Table 5. Proportion of residents having relatives on the estate |
|-----------------------------|--------|--------|
|                             | yes    | no     |
| Community cooperatives      | 42%    | 58%    |
| Professional cooperatives   | 24%    | 76%    |
| Limited profit corporations | 23%    | 77%    |

n=546; \( \chi^2=15.838; 2\text{df}; p\text{-value}=0.000 \)

These results support our initial assumption that community cooperatives promote homogenous membership which is a characteristic of organisations based on \textit{Gemeinschaft} attributes. While family-based social capital is not related to age\textsuperscript{18}, we found evidence that residents with a higher level of education are less likely to have members of their family living nearby. This suggests that residents with better education show higher mobility in terms of housing. There is no evidence, however, that residents with migrant background on the estate are more likely to possess family-based social capital.\textsuperscript{19} This might be an indication that for migrants in the third housing sector in Vienna, there is a relative lack of importance of family relations when they decide where to live.

According to Granovetter (1973) and others, bridging social capital helps residents to ‘get on’ because it connects different social classes. Thus, as an indicator for bridging social capital, we asked residents if they knew households on the estate earning more than 3,000 Euro a
month. The results on this measure again differ significantly between the three organisational fields of third sector housing (see Table 6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community cooperatives</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional cooperatives</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited profit corporations</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n=512; χ²=31.398; 2df; p-value=0.000

It turns out that residents from community cooperatives are more likely to know neighbours with higher incomes than in professional cooperatives or limited-profit corporations. This might not be surprising as there are more high-income households to be found on community cooperative estates. However, in professional cooperatives and limited-profit corporations the results are significantly related to respondents’ own social status. Thus, households from lower income classes (< 1,000 Euro and 1,000-3,000 Euro) are less likely to have ties with neighbours from higher income classes (above 3,000 Euro), suggesting a low level of bridging social capital on this measure.

Another indicator for socio-economic diversity in neighbour networks is the level of education of residents. In order to measure this education-related social capital, we asked residents if they knew neighbours holding a university degree. Again, the differences between the three organisational fields are highly significant with the group of community cooperatives reporting the highest level of education-related social capital among their residents (see Table 7). 55 per cent of residents are connected to a neighbour with a university degree, compared to 25 per cent in professional cooperatives and 33 per cent in limited-profit corporations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community cooperatives</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional cooperatives</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited profit corporations</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n=522; χ²=28.556; 2df; p-value=0.000
When we look into the three sub groups of non-profit housing organisations, the results are similar to the ones on income-related social capital discussed before. Thus, on the estates of professional cooperatives and limited-profit corporations, residents with lower levels of education are less likely to be connected to academics.\textsuperscript{21} In community cooperatives, however, education related social capital is clearly bridging social capital as residents with lower levels of education are as likely as academics to possess education-related social capital.\textsuperscript{22}

Finally, we look into the ethnic diversity of neighbourhood networks. Therefore, we asked residents if they were acquainted with neighbours whose native tongue is not German. The survey results in Table 8 show that residents from professional housing cooperatives are most likely to have migrant contacts in their networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community cooperatives</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional cooperatives</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited profit corporations</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(n=519; \chi^2=32.650; 1\text{df}; p\text{-value}=0.000\)

However, further analysis reveals that residents who are connected to neighbours with migrant background are most likely migrants themselves.\textsuperscript{23} The evidence for low bridging social capital on this measure is most significant in professional housing cooperatives\textsuperscript{24}, while the strength of this relationship is greatly reduced in limited-profit corporations and community cooperatives.

So, let us summarise the findings on bonding and bridging social capital: Although estates of professional cooperatives and limited-profit corporations are socially and ethnically mixed neighbourhoods, the survey provides little evidence that residents’ social capital actually reflect this diversity. Thus, we would assume that bringing a social and ethnic mix to housing estates does not necessarily foster the bridging social capital among residents. Our findings on
income- and education-related social capital are rather consisted with Bourdieu’s thesis that social classes are reproduced in the social networks of residents.

**Linking Social Capital: The Relationship between Residents and Housing Managements**

The perspective of housing managements

Linking social capital concerns the vertical ties between residents and housing managers. These vertical linkages are important for up-scaling existing horizontal social capital in housing estates.

Direct resident participation in the planning and management of a housing neighbourhood can be seen as a fundamental principle of cooperative organisation which distinguishes them from other housing providers. It is a consequence of the multiple roles of a cooperative member as owner, manager and client of the housing organisation (Somerville, 2007; Ringle, 1994).

Drawing on evidence from our qualitative research, in community cooperatives, this principle is still set in place as these are enterprises in collective self-management. Thus, the relationship between executive board member and ordinary member is non-hierarchical and personalised, as they are immediate neighbours in the same housing estate.

With professional housing cooperatives, there is a clear shift from direct member participation to representative democracy. In larger cooperatives, member organisation and business enterprise are separated and tend to be in constant conflict (Mändle, 2001). Housing management representatives report that member interests often collide with those of the management which increasingly has to operate according to corporate governance principles.

As a consequence, in professional cooperatives, resident participation is basically reduced to the voting right in the annual general meeting.

In the field of limited-profit corporations, there is not even a legal obligation to resident participation. Similar to the private housing sector, resident’s status is simply one of a client,
closed out from management and strategic decision making. Nevertheless, following the logics of client-oriented, corporate management, most limited-profit housing corporations have set up tenant representatives or advisory committees (*Mieterbeiräte*) to give residents a say in the management of their estates.

On the one hand, a clear message that comes out of our interviews with housing managements is that resident participation complicates the management in professional housing companies. Management representatives agree that not every decision has to be questioned and agreed upon by members. The following statement of a board director exemplifies this view: “If we let them (the residents) vote on every new manhole cover, our organisation would stand still.” It reflects the institutionalised conflict between member and business interests within non-profit housing organisations.

On the other hand, there is consistent evidence in our data that the attitude of housing managements is also influenced by the low response from residents on participatory initiatives. Even in community cooperatives, management representatives admit that there is no broad member participation in managing the estate. It rather comes down to a handful of committed residents. These results might point to what Jäger (1991) and Novy (1983) describe as the growing ‘tenant mentality’ (*Mietermentalität*) among members of housing cooperatives. Intensifying competition on the housing market provides the middle-class with greater choices, so they voluntarily pull back from the ownership into the client role in cooperative organisations. Furthermore, managements also see a shrinking identification among residents with their housing organisation, as well as less committed to invest time and money into linking social capital. Drawing on Hirschman (1970), we can conclude that residents of third sector housing increasingly rely on the exit option while the voice mechanism is becoming less attractive for them, but at the same time, is also limited by cooperative housing managements.
In the following section, we contrast the management perspective on linking social capital with the perceptions of residents.
The resident perspective

Referring back to our institutional analysis, we first look for empirical evidence for the assumption on a hierarchisation of the relationship between residents and housing managements in the third sector. Thus, we asked respondents if they personally know a representative of their housing management. Based on the literature, and also highlighted in our qualitative data, the hierarchisation of housing cooperatives goes hand in hand with the shrinking identification of members with their provider organisations. Thus, we additionally asked respondents if they feel committed to their housing organisation. The evidence coming from our household survey, displayed in Tables 9 and 10, clearly reflects the differences between the governance cultures of Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft.

Table 9. Proportion of residents personally knowing representatives of their housing management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community cooperatives</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional cooperatives</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited profit corporations</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n=543; χ²=82.094; 2df; p-value=0.000

Table 10. Proportion of residents identifying with their housing organisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>very much</th>
<th>quite a lot</th>
<th>rather not</th>
<th>not at all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community cooperatives</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional cooperatives</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited profit corporations</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n=540; χ²=60.796; 2df; p-value=0.000

Thus, personalised relationships between residents and management representatives are more pronounced in community cooperatives (see Table 9). Furthermore, the member identification with the housing organisation is also significantly stronger among residents in community cooperatives (see Table 10). Interestingly, residents in limited-profit corporations are more likely to know their housing managers personally than those of professional cooperatives\textsuperscript{25}, although the resident is only in a customer role compared to the cooperative member who is a co-owner.
While low hierarchy in organisations might promote linking social capital, according to the literature (Middleton et al., 2005), we additionally need to look at residents’ perceived influence over decision making as evidence for existing linking social capital. Thus, we asked respondents: “Do you think residents have sufficient influence over decision making in their housing estate?” The results on this question deliver a polarised picture of housing estates in the third sector. As shown in Table 11, residents of community-based cooperatives report a significantly higher influence over decision making than residents in professional cooperatives and limited-profit corporations.

Table 11. Residents’ perceived influence over decision making in their housing estate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>very much</th>
<th>quite a lot</th>
<th>rather no</th>
<th>not at all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community cooperatives</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional cooperatives</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited profit corporations</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n=540; $\chi^2=31.627; 2$df; p-value=0.000

However, the lower levels of linking social capital reported in board-managed cooperatives and limited-profit companies could either be interpreted as an indicator for satisfaction with the existing management, or that respondents just do not care much about resident participation (Middleton et al. 2005). Thus, we further asked residents if they would like to be more involved in decision making.

Table 12. Proportion of residents’ who would like to be more involved in decision making

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>definitely yes</th>
<th>rather yes</th>
<th>rather no</th>
<th>not at all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community cooperatives</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional cooperatives</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited profit corporations</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n=529; $\chi^2=1.118; 2$df; p-value=0.572

On this question, there were no significant differences between the three organisational fields (see Table 12). Regardless of the governance model, more than 70 per cent of respondents in each group said they would like to have a bigger say in how their housing neighbourhood is managed. These figures suggest that contrary to what the literature says about the
phenomenon of ‘tenant mentality’, residents still seem to be committed to invest in linking social capital in non-profit housing.

The survey data also gives us an insight into further potential for resident involvement in their housing organisations. If we look at the existing participation patterns, the differences between the different governance models are highly significant (see Table 13). Residents of professional housing cooperatives are much less likely to participate in their housing organisations. Although the general assembly presents them with an annual opportunity, 61 per cent of members in professional cooperatives never participate, compared to 11 per cent in community cooperatives and 32 per cent in limited-profit corporations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 13. Resident participation in the housing organisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community cooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional cooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited profit corporations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( n=534; \chi^2=105.989; 2\text{df}; p\text{-value}=0.000 \)

Participation is related to the age of residents. This suggests that working young and middle age residents have less time to engage in their housing organisation although, as we have seen earlier, it is important for them to have their say. However, if we just focus on residents of professional housing cooperatives, the relationship between age and participation is not significant, suggesting that the low participation rate does not relate to a particular age group among residents.

Finally, we asked residents if they have ever taken part in a resident initiative in their housing estate (Landhäuser, 2008). The results on this question suggest that residents from professional cooperatives and limited-profit corporations are not likely to be involved in bottom-up initiatives which would bypass the formal participation structures of their housing organisations. As Table 14 indicates, 77 per cent of residents in professional cooperatives and 62 per cent in limited-profit corporations have never taken part in a tenant initiative, while the
same figure is significantly lower in community cooperatives (39 per cent). The results also confirm the management perspective that even in community cooperatives, there seems to be not too much enthusiasm among residents about taking the initiative to change something in their neighbourhood. The responses to this question were again related to age\textsuperscript{28}, with increasing participation rate across the age bands, and with those over 65 most likely to have taken part in bottom-up initiatives.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Resident bottom-up initiatives}
\begin{tabular}{lcccc}
\hline
 & always & often & rarely & never \\
\hline
Community cooperatives & 10\% & 14\% & 37\% & 39\% \\
Professional cooperatives & 2\% & 4\% & 18\% & 77\% \\
Limited profit corporations & 7\% & 8\% & 23\% & 62\% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

n=529; $\chi^2=44.738$; 2df; p-value=0.000

In contrast to the phenomenon of ‘tenant mentality’, reported in the literature, our results from the household survey show that residents are interested in participating in their housing organisations and in the management of their neighbourhoods. Interestingly though, the formal participation structures of professional cooperatives are not something that residents seem to care passionately about. In contrast, our survey results suggest that both the governance culture of community cooperatives, which relies on personal relationships, and the facultative participation modes used in the corporate field of third sector housing, seem to be more appreciated by residents.

\textbf{Discussion and Conclusions}

In this article, we have analysed the governance capacity of third sector housing for safeguarding social cohesion in Vienna. Therefore, the authors applied a multi-level framework referring to the interplay of an institutional and an organisational level of third sector housing.

The historical analysis has shown that the cooperative housing movement has substantially shaped the institutional context for social housing in Vienna through its practices. As a
consequence, the solidarity aspect of cooperative housing has become institutionalised within the regulatory framework for social housing. In other words, social capital has been transformed into institutional capital (Gualini, 2002) as most non-profit housing organisations are still strongly embedded in the political networks of Vienna. In contrast to many other European cities, the third housing sector in Vienna is able to play a stabilising role as far as rent prices, and consequently, household incomes are concerned (Springler, 2010; Bauer, 2006), and thus, also serves as a firewall against social conflicts, taking place in other European cities (Czasny, 2004).

While cooperative ideas might have been institutionalised on the macro level, our empirical evidence suggests that this is in stark contrast to the reality of self-administration, self-help and solidarity on the micro-level of non-profit housing organisations and their resident networks. The strategic partnership between the local government and the third housing sector might be crucial to achieve social cohesion on a city scale. At the same time, however, it led to the bureaucratisation of non-profit housing, and has considerably weakened the cooperative character of the housing organisations within the sector. Furthermore, recent liberalisation of housing policy, and the changing market conditions favour corporate management approaches and concentration processes within the sector which leads to a further hollowing out of the cooperative principles.

The paper has further provided current empirical evidence from different organisational fields within the non-profit housing sector. Here, we have contrasted the management with the resident perspective. Applying a social capital perspective, we have analysed how non-profit governance cultures are reflected in the social networks of housing organisations. Thereby, the authors incorporated recent critique on the usefulness of mainstream social capital approaches in housing studies (e.g. Flint and Kearns, 2006; DeFilippis, 2001). Using a network approach, we attempted to make power disparities between different groups of
residents more explicit. Furthermore, as research on social cohesion often focuses on deprived
neighbourhoods, the presented empirical evidence on middle-class housing areas can be
crucial for drawing comparisons (Middleton et al., 2005; Atkinson and Kintrea, 2001; Forrest
and Kearns, 2001).

However, the results on the organisational level have to be read with some caution because of
the causality problem to explicitly link levels of social capital as outcomes of activities of
housing organisation. There are of course existing stocks of social capital among residents
independent from organisational practices (Flint and Kearns, 2006).

Compared to cooperative housing in liberal contexts, such as in the UK, third sector housing
in Vienna does not have to fill the gap of a missing local welfare state. Maybe this is a reason
why non-profit housing organisations mainly focus on core housing functions, and see no
particular need to engage in community development on the neighbourhood level.

Nevertheless, professional housing cooperatives are increasingly rediscovering the traditional
cooperative idea of Gemeinschaft, not only because it has become a central goal of urban
housing policy in Vienna (Wohnfonds Wien, 2009) but also to distinguish themselves from
private competitors. Given the growing demographic challenges in our society, cooperative
housing might offer the most authentic concept to revitalize neighbourhood bonds and foster
local communities of solidarity and self-help.

In this respect, what can professional non-profit organisations learn from traditional
community cooperatives? In contrast to the anonymous member relations in large
cooperatives, community cooperatives strongly build on social groups which “tend to be
homogeneous in respects that are important to the members” (Nilsson and Hendrikse, 2011:
346). Thus, membership becomes almost organic to the residents, but at the same time, the
governance of these cooperative organisations relies on insider-outsider distinctions (Nilsson
and Hendrikse, 2011; Bowles and Gintis, 2002). While group solidarity and reciprocity might
reduce transaction costs for the individual members (Dasgupta, 2000), and foster cohesion on the estate level, the organisation might suffer from the missing social diversity of their member base which constrains its capacity to benefit from wider resource access (Bowles and Gintis 2002). Furthermore, the accentuation of local autonomy and identity through these cooperative initiatives may also risk widening existing disparities in a place, and thus, also weaken social and territorial cohesion. Our empirical evidence suggests that community cooperatives have preserved their bonding social capital but over decades moved it to higher social status (from working class to middle-class estates).

Traditional community cooperatives which solely focus on individual member advantage are limited in their contribution to broader urban development goals, such as creating a social mix in neighbourhoods. Although community cooperatives are not likely to become a mainstream concept within Viennese non-profit housing, there are nevertheless lessons to be learned from this cooperative governance model for the recent wave of new Gemeinschaft projects carried out by professional cooperatives and supported by the local government. These so called “theme-oriented housing estates” connect residents under certain, in advance defined topics (e.g. car-free housing estates) (Brech, 2003). Nevertheless, as these projects mainly attract people with a similar mindset, they encompass the inherent danger to become gated communities or cohesive islands that are cut off from the rest of the city.

The biggest challenge for non-profit housing in safeguarding social cohesion in Vienna, however, can be seen in countering the sustained spatial segregation of low-income migrant groups (Giffinger, 1998). Here, the third housing sector can contribute through improving the accessibility for migrant households into their housing stock, and subsequently their integration. The lack of bridging social capital and language skills are still informal barriers for migrants to access housing in the non-profit sector. It this group of residents, however, which is today in a strikingly similar situation to the pioneers of the cooperative housing
movement in Vienna. Bounded to private landlords, charging them expensive rents for low-quality apartments, provision of affordable and qualitative housing is most needed for them.

When respondents in our survey reported that they live in third sector housing because of the comparatively smaller number of migrant residents there, it is an alarming indicator for both the missing ethnic diversity and integration. It also fits into the picture that recent municipal election results showed the extreme right gaining ground in non-profit housing areas. Furthermore, it is also evident from our survey results that third sector housing to a large extent has actually become a middle-class phenomenon.

It remains to be seen if good practice examples of “theme-oriented housing estates” which focus on building bridging social capital between different ethnic groups will develop into mainstream practice (see for example Ludl 2003 on the housing project “interethnische Nachbarschaft”). In this respect, our survey results suggest that professional non-profit organisations might have achieved social – and to a smaller extent – also ethnic diversity in their housing estates. However, this does not necessarily mean that the social networks of residents are also becoming more diverse. The non-profit housing sector of today does not only have to revitalize traditional cooperative principles of solidarity and self-help on the estate level, but combine it with social and ethnic diversity.

Nevertheless, when it comes to social capital building on the horizontal level, among residents, we maybe have to accept that keeping a certain distance in social relations with neighbours is something natural to protect private space. This should not be mixed up with less cohesion in the neighbourhood (Beetz, 2007). The only contribution housing organisations can realistically make, and should make, is providing multiple spaces for social interaction.

For social cohesion in the city, micro-level cohesion, in the form of social support networks among neighbours, might only be an additional safeguarding mechanism, given a solidarity-
based housing regime on the macro-level (Kesteloot et al., 2006; Czasny, 2004). Crucial though is a direct link between the micro-level of residents, and the macro-level of housing regimes, in order to provide opportunity structures for citizen participation and collective action of residents, not necessarily restricted to housing policy (Novy et al., 2009; García, 2006; Rowlands and Dekker, 2006). In this respect, cooperative housing organisations represent a crucial intermediate level to foster linking social capital of residents. As our analysis has shown, the cooperative business model of collective ownership has proven to be an effective governance framework to foster empowerment and participation of residents, and bottom-linked social innovations in the past.

However, corporate management approaches and increasing concentration processes within the sector are hollowing out the fundamental cooperative principles of democratic member participation and collective self-management. As a result, residents are no longer able to effectively influence the governance of their housing organisations (Eckhardt, 2006). With the shift from cooperatives to limited-profit corporations, participation is reduced to an informal and non-binding substitute of the democratic institutions of cooperative housing.

Our empirical evidence suggests that housing managements are weary of participatory approaches which in their view complicate professional housing management. While residents of non-profit housing still show keen interest in participation, our survey, however, does not find much enthusiasm for the traditional participation structures of cooperative housing. Even in community cooperatives, membership has become rather instrumental, focusing on price and the consumption of core housing services. Respondents neither seem to feel as owners of their housing organisations, nor as being part of a broader social solidarity movement. These findings are consistent with results from a recent study on the cooperative housing sector in Germany (Schulte-Eckel, 2009).
As a consequence of its strategic partnership with the local government, the third housing sector in Vienna has, over the years, adopted the top-down, bureaucratic model of governance which limits the room for participatory strategies, similar to other policy fields (see e.g. Novy and Hammer, 2007). Thus, compared to the early cooperative movement, non-profit housing managements are today tentative to experiment with providing new spaces for bottom-linked participation, not only decentralized on the estate level. This would be necessary especially to reach out to younger residents.

Compared to third housing sectors in other European cities, the Viennese model actually offers a huge potential for linking social capital, which would facilitate the necessary up-scaling of residents’ collective action and social innovations (Novy et al., 2009). While our findings point to higher levels of linking social capital in community cooperatives, the potential for linking residents to the institutional level of housing is greater in the group of professional cooperatives and limited-profit companies. Here board members and management representatives are often closely connected to the local government and the ruling social democratic party, where the key decisions on social housing policy are taken.

It is in the responsibility of both managements and residents to revitalise the existing democratic governance structures of cooperative housing before they will be completely dismantled by market liberalization and privatization. In contrast to other European cities, third sector housing in Vienna has the potential to give residents a voice beyond the neighbourhood and the field of housing. This reminds us of the crucial role third sector housing should have in all three dimensions of social cohesion: the economic, the socio-cultural, and the political.
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Novy (1983) points to the ‘myth’ that the early cooperative housing movement would have been able to grow and expand significantly through self-help, given their inherent scarcity of economic capital, compared to other cooperative sectors.

There are a small number of community-based housing projects in Vienna which are historically not linked to the third housing sector and its umbrella organisation, the Austrian Federation of Limited-Profit Housing Associations. Thus, they have not been included in the analysis.

Community cooperative housing estates are typically terraced house dwellings, situated at peripheral districts of the city. The typical housing stock of professional cooperatives and limited-profit corporations refers to higher density, flatted housing estates, across the city. For the latter two organisational fields, housing estates have been selected from districts 10, 11 and 23.

87 per cent of respondents “rather agreed” or “totally agreed” that people in their housing estates get along well together. There were no significant differences in these results between the three organisational fields (n=535; χ²=0.982; 2df; p-value=0.612).

The average length of tenancies is the longest among residents of community cooperatives.
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21 n=412; χ²=31.954; 5df; p-value=0.000
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